HISTORICAL PHOTO: AWNINGS ON STOREFRONT FACADE
A) EXISTING STOREFRONT

B) LPC-19-17981 APPROVED ELEVATION

C) LPC-19-28138 PROPOSED ELEVATION
AWNING FABRICATION PATTERN

SECTION ON 59TH STREET -EXISTING

SECTION ON 59TH STREET -PROPOSED DESIGN

Awning Fabric - Black and White

Decorative Millwork Panel for Visual Merchandising

Foldable Awning Arm

(N) Motorized Electrical Awning Connected to (E) Facade.

Design Based on Historical Awings
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781 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10022

LANDMARKS PRESENTATION

AWNING SECTION

Scale: N.T.S.

Project No. 2257.17.52

09.07.18
A. WHITE MILLWORK MATT FINISH (RAL 9003) VISUAL BACKGROUND WITH MOULDINGS DECORATIONS.
B. WHITE CORIAN PODIUM ALIGNED WITH 3" BELOW WINDOW FRAME
C. MERCHANDISE METAL DISPLAY